Week 1
1. Adair Bartley
Q: How'd you feel and what did you do when you got the part as young Ig Perrish in Horns?
Mitchell
A: The first one comes from Adair Bartley. Ooh your question is about Horns looks like you like
Horror flicks. My question for Mitchell is, “How'd you feel and what did you do when you got the
part as young Ig Perrish in Horns?” That’s a good question because of course when I read for it. I
knew that Daniel Radcliffe was gonna be Ig Perrish so I was like fangirling inside, but I was calm
and collected when I found I was super excited though that’s when I let my fan girl out you
know. Umm when I found out I kind of just jumped around my house and like told my mom and
I was like I couldn’t tell my friends right but I wanted too and I was like oh my gosh no way guess
what I just did and they would be like what? Ah that’s right I can’t tell you, never mind and I
would leave them hanging. I’m a bad friend that way.

2. Janette Stephens
Q: If Gabe Montgomery and Jeff McLean got in a fight, who would win?
Mitchell
A: This next one comes from Janette Stephens @janettemsu. This is a good question. Umm Oh
and she’s another heartie and tiehard thanks for watching both shows by the way. “If Gabe
Montgomery and Jeff McLean got into a fight, who would win?” That is a really hard question.
Umm I personally and a lot of people would disagree with me think Jeff McLean would win in a
fight because Jeff yes he’s a nice guy but he’s got he’s got this this fire Gabe has this fire too but
Gabe’s fire is always out he’s storming out. He’s constantly angry. Jeff’s fire only gets sparked
when it needs to be and that is what is gonna make him win the fight the fact that he can keep
up that fire persistently and Jeff has this attitude where when he thinks something is right or
something needs to be done. He won’t stop. Well then again so does Gabe. I don’t know I just
think Jeff would win in a fight. That’s just me.

3. Jerry Whitehurst
Q: When filming a scene how is the audio so clear, are there microphones hooked up 2 the
actors or is there studio voice recording?
Mitchell (Omitted Jeff for typo, the fan who asked this question was named Jerry.)
A: This next one comes from Jerry Whitehurst. “When filming a scene how is the audio so clear,
are there microphones hooked up 2 the actors or is there studio voice recording?” That is such a
good question, sound often gets forgotten a lot there's both I mean there's a giant mic which of
course is called the Boom, so there's a boom operator and a sound mixer with a board right and
then there's actors that get miked so let say there's like seven different actors right five of the
main guys or gals would get miked and the other two would just be on boom sound right but if
there is something on the background like i remember one time we were filming something and
there was a gun range in the background so after every line {POW- imitating gun fire) right and
that was annoying but there was nothing we could do about it at the time so there's something
called ADR which is you go to a studio, you put on headphones the network or production
company I'm not really sure gives you lines and its for clarity or if they change something like
that if they're like oh i don't know you said Chimpanzee and we meant for you to say Orangutan
then they'll change it up and go to ADR and do that. But ADR is kinda of inevitable like every tv
show every movie is gonna have ADR and that is really fun cause when you go for ADR you have
to sync it to the video right so the way that works is you actually get to see the editing clips that
you are doing which is really cool cause your like, "HEY I SHOT THAT!" and i get to see it. But
they have two methods for that. They have the beep method which is when you put on
headphones and beep beep beep and at the third beep you say your line to try and sync it with
your mouth on the screen or the white method which i prefer to call Wipe not White I guess it

could be both. It’s a white line that go across the screen, there's a white line that moves and a
white line that stays still so there's the white line that moves across the screen when the two
lines meet up that's when you say your line. Right and i kind of prefer that one not just that
annoying beeping in my ear you know I don't have to feel like i have to open up the microwave.
FYI: Automated dialogue replacement (ADR) is the process of re-recording dialogue by the
original actor after the filming process to improve audio quality or reflect dialogue changes (also
known as "looping" or a "looping session"). ADR is also used to change original lines recorded on
set to clarify context, improve diction or timing, or to replace an accented vocal performance.

4. Kylee Nicole
Q: What's one thing that no one knows about you?
Mitchell
A: Next question comes from Kylee Nicole “What's one thing that no one knows about you?”
well this is gonna be a little bit weird but I am double-jointed in my feet and I'll show you why.
(Shows feet clapping) I can clap, I do this at concerts, no I am just kidding I don’t do this at
concerts.

5. Parker Bohotchuk
Q: If you couldn't act what other career would you pursue?
Mitchell
A: The next one comes from Parker, Ooh a Winnipeg boy! “ If you couldn't act what other career
would you pursue?” That’s a good question. Uhh, I love science, don’t like math. But I love
science. And I am good at science and my favorite type of science is Physics, but I am terrible at
math and good at physics. it doesn't really make sense but my brain works in mysterious ways
so I think I would go into quantum physics because that’s something that interests me and that's
what I would do if I couldn’t pursue acting as career.

6. Vicki French
Q: Hi Mitchell! Hope you're doing well. Was just wondering at what age did you feel the desire
to go into acting and were there some role models that influenced you?
Mitchell
A: The next question comes from Vicki French. By the way Vicki, “Thank you for participating in
my birthday video.” It says, “Hi Mitchell! Hope you're doing well. Was just wondering at what
age did you feel the desire to go into acting and were there some role models that influenced

you?” Well I wanted to get into acting at around age 8 and yes there was a role model and
anyone who knows me knows that I’m a gigantic Jackie Chan fan because I like martial arts and I
like acting so when I was a kid I missed out on like watching all the classics like I never seen Lion
King because I was too busy watching all the Jackie Chan movies and he’s the reason I became
an actor too. But yeah he definitely influenced me when I was eight.

7. Margret Montgomery Harrel
Q: I would like to know if you could work with any actor or actress you wanted, who would it be
and why?
Mitchell
A: The next question comes from Margaret Montgomery Harrel, Ooh a heartie. Way to
go Hearties! Nice. “I would like to know if you could work with any actor or actress you
wanted, who would it be and why?” For this one I am gonna say actress because the
next one is kinda the same person so I am gonna put actress for this one and actor for
the next one. So actress would probably either be Angelina Jolie or Meryl Streep
because they are both such wonderful people and amazing actresses and I just love
them both so much. I would love to work with them and I could learn so much from them.

Week 2
1. Debi Watson Bailey
Q: Do you have any rituals or routines that you do every time before acting the next day? (Or
same day?) -Like a certain food you like to eat, etc
Mitchell
A: This first one comes from, "Oh a Heartie!" Debi Watson Bailey. “Do you have any rituals or
routines that you do every time before acting the next day? (Or same day?)” Not really, for film,
television or theater but actually in the audition room yes I have one. When I’m in the waiting
room for an audition. I’ll pace back and forth sometimes but when I’m actually in the audition
room I’ll do what is known as pulling a mitchie. And what you do is you go into the audition
room. Hands on the wall, kick off your flip flops off if you’re wearing flip flops or shoes to get
yourself more comfortable and grounded so you could you know relax and not be nervous and
do the scene. Right 9/10 times I do that I nail the audition in fact I did that 2 or 3 times out here.

2. Curtis Han
Q: . What was the best scene to film on #TiesThatBind and what got you excited the most?

Mitchell
A: This next one comes from Curtis Han, “Hey I watched your actor reel that was awesome.”
What was the best scene to film on #TiesThatBind and what got you excited the most? Well I
can’t really tell you that because I would spoil something. But I will tell my favorite scene from
the ones you’ve seen, from the ones you’ve SEEN. Probably from the first episode when I was
down on the couch with Rachel, Natasha’s character and I was talking about Mariah screaming
in the shower this would be my favorite scene to shoot, but the one that got me excited the
most was probably the first day we went to the jail and we were all sitting on a bench with Luke
Perry. Because he is awesome. And he said a joke that I will never forget. He said, “Why is it
called A camera and B camera that’s so demeaning it should be A camera and another camera.”
And I laughed so hard because that is exactly the kind of joke my dad would tell and he is just a
great guy. I absolutely love Luke Perry.

3. Tiffany Weister
Q: How would your best friends describe you?
Mitchell
A: This next one comes from Tiffany who “Hey you were on the facebook fan page for the
tiehards.” Awesome! How would your best friends describe you? Well Tiffany you are in for a
treat, my best friend would probably describe me as the weirdest kid has ever existed or will
ever exist. The funniest kid that’s ever existed and the most talkative kid that has ever existed. I
talk nonstop. I’m such a chatterbox and he will tell you and the thing I like about him are his
dogs. He’s got two of the most amazing dogs ever. One’s so cute she’s a baby or she was. Now
she’s like 2. She’s just full of energy and she’ll jump up and like always wants to play and the
other one is 5 or 6 he just always wants to relax and doesn’t want to be bothered. But they’re
still are really, really, really cute and they’re both rescues. So I like that about them. I call them
mine because back in Winnipeg I’d sleep over at his house every Friday. So they knew me and I
just called them mine and be like well I’m taking them home now and you can’t have them. So
yeah of course I didn’t but I wanted to.

4. Michele Mar-Tang
Q: What was it like to work with Alex Aja and did you get to touch the snakes?
Mitchell
A: This next one comes from Michele Mar-Tang her twitter handle is @theatreaddict7 you like
theatre ah, no way me too. “What was it like to work with Alex Aja and did you get to touch the
snakes?” Yes, next question. No I’m just kidding. I did get to touch the snakes. They had a 5ft
long python and they got everybody in a line and was like here let’s hold the snakes and I love
snakes right I don’t like spiders. I hate spiders, but I don’t mind snakes. So I’m kind of weird like
that, where there’s some people who don’t mind spiders. Which I don’t understand. And hate

snakes. I mean hating snakes I get but I just absolutely despise spiders. And Alex okay, Alex was
probably one of the most amazing directors I’ve worked with. There’s another one on Ties that
Bind named Steven Monroe who’s right up there too with best directors I’ve worked with. I
mean there’s a whole bunch but Alex was good because whenever he didn’t want me to know
something, whenever he didn’t want the others to know something but just me. He would speak
French. Because I speak fluent French. There was a scene with Sabrina and he didn’t want her to
know. Come up and he would speak something in French. And she just be standing there like oh
well I have no idea what you’re saying then he’d call action. And we’d go right into the scene. Uh
but my most memorable moment from him was probably when I was up on the log ramp and he
was down here directing. The camera was rolling and I was getting ready to do my scene up in
this like I don’t know how high it was. But it was super high and they had a walkie talkie up there
so I could hear his direction and all I hear was before he called action was “Mitch use the force.”
And then I went down. And he called action and it was just awesome cause it made me laugh
when I wasn’t supposed to laugh. But fortunately the camera wasn’t on my face at that point. So
I was able to you know regain my my angerness I guess you could call it I know angerness is not
a word, but it is now.

5. Amy Duelly
Q: In Horns, during the cherry bomb scene where there any actual fire work accidents that were
set off?
Mitchell
A: This next one is from Amy Duelly she’s a fan of Daniel Radcliffe. No way me too! And I worked
with him. So that’s awesome. “In the cherry bomb scene where there any actual fire work
accidents that were set off? Well fortunately there weren’t any that were that bad but there
was one Jared’s character Terry who played my brother when we were doing that they asked
him if he knew any tricks he knew the one where you flick the lighter on your jeans to open the
cap and bring it back and to light it right. So when he did that he burned his thumb. But that’s
pretty much the only thing that happened fortunately it wasn’t too bad a burn.

6. Susan Andrews
Q: What was it like to work with @MarkRPellegrino & how old was John supposed to be in
those flashbacks?
Mitchell
A: This next one comes from Susan Andrews. Hey you like the show Psych no way me too. Susan
Andrews says what was it like to work with Mark Pellegrino & how old was John in the
flashbacks? Well Mark Pellegrino is just a legend, you know he’s an awesome guy to work with
and when you work with him you just feel safe you know you feel like oh I am in the hands of a
professional and you are you know because he is a legend. And he’s such a class act you know. It

was just awesome to work with him. And what was the other one, how old was john in the
flashbacks? In the first one the car driving scene he was 12, in the other ones he was 14 to 15.

7. Ellen
Q: What is your favorite hobby?
Mitchell
A: This last one comes from Ellen. I like your talk show, Ellen. Nah I’m just kidding. But I do like
the fact that your super engaged in the live tweets. I love that and thank you. You got some
pretty witty tweets. “What are your favorite hobbies?” Oh you’re a Heartie, I knew you were a
tiehard, but I didn’t know you were a heartie. What are your favorite hobbies?” Probably hockey
and gaming and playing football. Oh and guitar and singing. Those are probably my favorite
hobbies. Gaming is a given because every teenage boy loves gaming.

Week 3
1. Bobbi Schutte
Q: If given the opportunity, would you return to work on When Calls the Heart? If yes, what direction do
you see for Gabe?

Mitchell
A: First one comes from Bobbi Shutte, ah you have a dog named Onyx. I absolutely love dogs and I wish I
had one. “If given the opportunity, would you return to work on When Calls the Heart? If yes, what
direction do you see for Gabe?” Well I think Gabe’s gonna go somewhere around justice, like become a
mountie or might become the mayor you know that’s what I think. Because Gabe is all about doing the
right thing and following the rules.
2. Vic_Dreaming
Q: What do you enjoy the most when you're on set?
Mitchell
A: This next one is from Vic. Who likes Ed Sheeran music. Hey you know what Vic this is for you. Ready!
(Starts singing I see fire by Ed Sheeran) from one of my favorite Ed Sheeran songs. What do you enjoy
the most when you're on set? Probably in between shots because that’s when the actors and the crew
and I and the extras we could all just joke around and have fun and be ourselves. But at the same time
we are also getting a movie done. I mean how cool is that right? That’s probably my favorite part getting
to know the crew. Getting to know the extras, getting to know my castmates. Probably my favorite part.
3. Hannah_Animal
Q: Out of all your acting career what has been your favorite moment? Also who would you like to work
with in the future?
Mitchell
A: Hannah Animal, I love that. Supports mental health month that’s exactly why I am wearing this
(showx purple hat) right now. For light it up purple, in fact I just did a video for them with my good
friend Ria Jade from Everiathing. (Thumbs up) Oh you like 1 direction no way me too. My favorite’s
Harry Styles. Come on, Harry. And I sometimes sing their songs too. Out of all your acting career what
has been your favorite moment? Also who would you like to work with in the future? I’ll answer who
would you like to work with in the future first. Jackie Chan and Johnny Depp, those are the two I really
want to work with. What has been your favorite acting career, I don’t really have a favorite moment but
I do have a favorite thing and that was Horns because there was six kids all around my age that all
wanted to have fun who are all amazing and great actors and they were absolutely fantastic. We got
along so well. Actually this is probably my favorite moment. There was no time where in Horns five kids:
Jared, Eric, Laine, Dylan and I. Sabrina was in LA filming something. We were all in Squamish for 3 days
and they put us up in a hotel. The guys stayed on the fourth floor and Laine was put on the third flood so
we invited her up to Eric’s hotel room. And we all played Marvel VS CapCom for about four hours
straight. We ordered pizza, drinks and partied and played Marvel VS CapCom. Then at like midnight we
all went down into the pool and just played dodge ball. Had chicken fights until they were broken up till
like 3 in the morning and then we just went into bed and got up the day and went to work and had a
blast on set. That was probably my favorite moment.

4. Megan Aloise
Q: What real life story can you compare most with characters you have played in the past?
Mitchell
A: Megan Aloise, I hope I am saying that right. Oh my goodness I’m sorry if I’m not. I’m terrible with
names. Inspiring actor. Oh my goodness no way that’s awesome well I wish you luck in your acting.
“What real life story can you compare most with characters you have played in the past?” There’s one
very real to me anyways and that was a Jeff McLean. One of Jeff McLean’s moment where he stood up
for his mom in something. I’m not gonna spoil it. He stood up for his mom like Gabe does and that was
probably my most realistic moment. Because I stand up for what I believe in and I was always taught
that. And stick up for the little guys, my mom but she is not a little guy. I stick up for people I care about.
And I do that in real life and if that happened in real life I would do exactly what Jeff did and I would do
exactly what Gabe does defend the people I care about with my life I would. And that’s probably the
most realistic, but don’t get me wrong the other roles have been fun.
5. Renee Chin Hatfield
Q: What three pieces of advice would you give the young men and woman out there to do with their
lives?
Mitchell
A: Renee Chin Hatfield is a Heartie and a music teacher. Oh and she’s got a message for me. Thanks
Renne. Well I probably shouldn’t say thanks until I read your message.
Mitchell,
Thank you for your talent and gifts on When Calls the Heart. You are such a great young role model
playing a student on When Calls the Heart.
That’s so sweet thank you very much, Renee. She’s also has a question. “What three pieces of advice
would you give the young men and woman out there to do with their lives?” I would say do what you
want. Not do what you want, but follow your dreams. Follow your heart. And people are going to tell
you you can’t do something or something cannot be done. You know. And don’t let anything stop you
from your dream. If this is you and this is your dream. All of this is gonna be a giant wall. And its your job
to get through that wall to get to your dream. Okay, and that’s currently what I’m doing and I’m living
the life I wanna live and I am enjoying every second of it. And you can do the same just follow your
dreams no matter where you’re from, no matter what you’re doing. That is my message.

6. Carol Barwick
Are there things you would not do if a script called for it, and if so, what?
Mitchell
A: Carol Barwick is a New York Giants football fan. Oh my goodness I love the Giants and I love football.
That’s awesome. “Are there things you would not do if a script called for it, and if so, what?” At this age

yes there are probably things I wouldn’t do actually there are definitely things I probably wouldn’t do. I
just contradicted myself there are definitely things I wouldn’t do. Like if a script asked for nudity or
anything inappropriate I wouldn’t do that at this age. But if it asked for something I really don’t wanna
do like touch a spider. I would probably do that cause I love movies, but I would hate it. But I would do
it. You know like a tarantula. (cringes) Don’t even get me started.
7. Sarah Nonaka
Q: If you had 1 million dollars how would you spend it and why?

Mitchell
A: And last but not least, Sarah Nonaka geez I really hope I am saying this right. She likes cats and sci-fi.
Well I like sci fi too. Live long and prosper. (shows Vulcan hand gesture) Live long and prosper. If you had
1 million dollars how would you spend it and why? I would give half of that to charity and the other half I
would spend on a car because I am slowly in the process of getting my license. So that’s probably what I
would do.

Week 4
1. Marsha Taylor Higgs
What inspired you to act?
Mitchell
A: This first one is from Marsha Taylor Higgs who’s a Heartie and lives in Florida. Nice.
“What inspired you to act?” Well when I was a kid I never watched any of the Lion King classics
or any of the classics Disney movies because I was always watching either all the Jackie Chan
movies, Austin Powers or Johnny Depp movies and so what inspired me to act was I wanted to
meet them and so one time I said to my mom. How do I get to meet Jackie Chan and she said
profusely while peeling potatoes. “Well you gotta become an actor.” And that’s exactly what I
did.
2. Everiathing
What is your biggest fear?
Mitchell
A: This next one comes from Everiathing, hosted by Ria Jade who’s a really good friend of mine.
“What is your greatest fear?” Probably my greatest fear is actually I have two. One is that I
won’t make a difference that I will be here for nothing and won’t have a purpose and my other
one is to be forgotten. I don’t want to be forgotten.

3. Erica Vieira
hey Mitchell! It was really awesome to see you work with Daniel Radcliffe! How is he in person?
Mitchell
A: This next one comes from Erica who likes Bob Marley. (Sings Bob Marley’s Redemption) Her
question was “It was really awesome to see you work with Daniel Radcliffe! How is he in
person?” Well he’s a very down to earth guy both literally and figuratively. Literally because he’s
short and figuratively because he is one of the nicest people I ever met. He’s so compassionate
and does things for others. Rather than himself. He’s a selfless guy and I like that about him. And
he’s very much like me our mannerisms are the same and yeah he’s very much like me. He’s just
such a great guy.
4. Jessica Leigh Brown
What heritage are you of?
Mitchell
A: Jessica Leigh Brown lives in Houston, Texas. Geez, I hope I said that right. “What heritage are
you of?” I am of the original Vikings in Norway. Norwegian. Actually I know a Nowegian prayer
that I can recite for you. It goes like this:

5. Cris Suciu
What do u look for in a girl?
Mitchell
A: This next one comes from Cris Suciu. Geez, I hope I’m saying that right. I’m sorry if I’m not
saying it right. You like to travel that’s awesome me too. “What do u look for in a girl?” That’s a
good question. If she has a nice smile and can make me laugh that’s what I look for in a girl. Oh
and can support me. By that I mean like can take my shenanigans because I have a lot of
shenanigans. So if she can handle my shenanigans then yeah I will be with her if I can.

6. Petra Alexis Hoňková
Is there something that you really want so much? I mean for example some big dream?
Mitchell
A: Petra Alexis. I hope I am saying this right. Oh you love Luke Mitchell. No way so do I. “Is there
something that you really want so much? I mean for example some big dream?” I just wanna
inspire people that’s all I want to do. I just wanna make people smile and make people laugh.
7. Amy Olson
If you could do any role what would it be and who would u love to work with?
Mitchell
A: This next one comes from Amy Olsen who loves positive quotes. Well I got two Einstein
quotes I really like. One of them is Everyone’s a Genius. But If You Judge a Fish by Its Ability to
Climb a Tree it’s gonna think it’s stupid for the rest of its life. And the second is “We cannot
solve our problems with the same thinking we used to create them. And that one is probably my
favorite. Because they are both so true. “If you could do any role what would it be and who
would u love to work with?” You know to be honest I actually like to play a psychopathic killer I
think that would be really really fun. I don’t know why I just think that would be so fun. And who
would I love to work with probably Johnny Depp. Or Johnny Depp or Christopher Walken.
Johnny Depp more but I do a Christopher Walken impression. So I am gonna do it. Well I do a
Christopher Walken impression. “I got a fever and the only cure is more cowbell.”
FYI: Christopher Walken Impression was from an SNL Sketch Christopher Walken had done
which can be viewed here.

